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 RANGEMASTER DRAG BAG 
Sized to suit specific RANGEMASTER 
rifles. Also available in black.

 MIRAGE BAND 

 SOUND MODERATOR 
Models available to fit all RANGEMASTER 
rifles.

 RANGEMASTER MUZZLE BRAKE 
Available to suit all RANGEMASTER rifles.

 SLING 
A range of slings suitable for all  
RANGEMASTER rifles is available.

 HARD STORM® TRAVEL CASE 
With fitted foam liner. Tool kit, field 
cleaning kit, cleaning rod and rod 
guides also available.

 RANGEMASTER CHEEK PROTECTOR 
Made from 3mm Neoprene foam.

 3 WAY BUTT PLATE 
Suitable for RANGEMASTER Ranger, Elite 
and Interceptor rifles.

 ANTI REFLECTION DEVICE 
Also eliminates white out of your  
sight picture.

ISO 9001-2000

RANGEMASTER operates a policy 
of continuous development and 
the information in this brochure 
may be updated without notice.

 RANGEMASTER 3 SHOT MAGAZINE 
Spare RANGEMASTER magazines also 
available.



 RANGEMASTER QUADLITE® ACTION 
Single shot and repeater models available. Left and Right hand. Available in 308 bolt face. 
(Single shot shown fitted with RANGEMASTER trigger and guard, available separately).

 RANGEMASTER SCOPE RAILS 
To suit RANGEMASTER Quadlock® and Quadlite® 
actions.

 RANGEMASTER QUADLOCK® TRIGGER 
Available in 0.5 kg and 1.5 kg pull weight.

 RANGEMASTER QUADLITE® TRIGGER 
With top mount safety, available in 0.5 kg 
and 1.5 kg pull weight.

 RANGEMASTER TRIGGER CONVERSION KIT 
Convert your RANGEMASTER trigger from 1.5 
kg to 0.5 kg for use in ‘F’ class competitions.

 RANGEMASTER TRAKKER® 22MM 
FRONT SIGHT 
Fixed front sight. Threaded to suit 
Gehmann or Centra inserts.

 RANGEMASTER TRAKKER® REAR SIGHT 
The RANGEMASTER Trakker® precision rear sight offers a range of “Iron” rear sight’s to suit 
most rifle types and shooting disciplines, with right or left handed models available. They 
feature clearly marked knobs which can be easily zeroed and a generous 30 minutes of 
windage movement either side of zero, with smooth positive clicks and no lost motion. 

 For the competition shooters there are also clear vernier scales to assist rapid zero to target 
and validate movement.

The heart of any rifle is the receiver. The Quadlock® action embodies the pinnacle of accurate rifle 
design and is the foundation from which all our actions are based. RANGEMASTER is able to offer 
an unsurpassed range of rifle actions for those discerning shooters who want not only to win, but 
to have superior build quality, combined with strength, rigidity, uncompromising accuracy from 
our four lug bolt system, good looks and most importantly your safety in mind. 

RANGEMASTER triggers are a two-stage design as required by target shooters and preferred by 
the military. The operation is silky smooth with a predictable consistent release point time after 
time; it is available in 0.5kg and 1.5kg pull weights. All models can be fitted with a safety and 
have an adjustable finger pull lever.

 RANGEMASTER TRAKKER 22MM ADJUSTABLE FRONT SIGHT 
Height adjustable front sight incorporating anti-cant level. It enables a full range of 
distances to be shot without changing front sight or moving your rifle cheek piece.

 RANGEMASTER QUADLOCK® ACTION 
Single shot only. Left and Right hand. Available in 308 and magnum bolt face.  
(Shown fitted with RANGEMASTER trigger and guard, available separately).

 RANGEMASTER TRAKKER® 22MM 
FRONT SIGHT 
Fixed front sight incorporating anti-cant 
level. Slotted to accept standard 22mm 
elements.
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 RANGEMASTER TRAKKER® SIDE 
MOUNT BRACKET 
Available to suit most common target  
rifle actions.
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